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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
 

Dear Friends, 

Best wishes for a happy and prosperous new year 2018 

from my family to yours. This is the last edition of Dar-

pan for this year and also my executive committee. 

  

The last couple of years has been a fantastic journey and a 

truly fulfilling experience which I will cherish forever.  I 

appreciate the tremendous engagement and support from 

our volunteers, the executive committee and of course, the 

community.  

  

On a more personal note, I want to acknowledge my fami-

ly for their support during this journey.  My wife Deep has put her heart and soul in this endeavor and has matched my passion for the ser-

vice every step on the way.  As a strategy and operational adviser, she has been a valuable sounding board for me and I want to thank her 

along with  my daughter Khushi & son Rahul for sharing their time for my passion. 

  

When I took over in 2016, we had a passionate vision, a long list of items to deliver and an ambiguous roadmap to deliver how to achieve 

those things.  Looking back at my first Darpan note and the promises I made to the community, I am glad & proud to share that we have 

not only achieved what we planned but have gone over and beyond our own set goals. Here are some highlights: 

  

A key goal for me was to broaden the base of the executive committee and involve people from all regions of India.   We started with 32 

EC members and went to 60+ EC members in 2017. Executive members crossing from each part of India, speaking different language and 

having diverse culture giving a true sense of Unity among diversity. 

  

Health & Sports Activities – We started our 10K training along with fitness, followed by Meditation and exerted it to next level in Yoga. 

Cricket, Tennis, Carom, Ping Pong, Chess were also added to our list of events. We involved our kids via IAVA Educate & IAVA Teen 

programs. IAVA Care + Helping Back home (Home again, Homeless Shelter, MAK Dewas) – this was taken to next level by not only 

providing lunch packets but has evolved into a sustainable effort with a strong core. 

  

Working with organizations in DC Area, very close partnership with Indian Embassy, local Regional communities & taking Indian Pride 

Days to next level. Also, going beyond Indian Community we have partnered with Rotary club, YMCA, Virginia Blood Services, Children 

Museum of Richmond, Scouts Guard, Richmond Marathon, Monument 10K and Memorial Day Marathons). We are also partnering / help-

ing Regional organizations by volunteering, providing support to their events OR bringing events unitedly. 

  

Community Building events like Camping & Picnic have seen historic participation and support that has exceeded our wildest expecta-

tions. Fun Events introduced like IAVA Valentine and IAVA New year have become a most popular event of RVA 

   

Last but not the least is – IAVA.US – We established a brand new and upgraded website to community w/o any cost to community with 

help of selfless volunteers.  An added bonus is the simplicity of maintenance, which can be managed by school kids, giving them valuable 

engagement opportunity and experience. 

 

This is a sizeable list and I appreciate the efforts of all our volunteers and partners to achieve it.  For me the key achievement from my ten-

ure is enduring partnerships with our regional organizations and creating an organizational model that can sustain and enhance future ef-

forts.  It’s been very satisfying to redefine this operating model which allows both parties to leverage their strengths for the benefit of the 

community.  One key thing I would remember my term for is that we have inspired many regional organization to follow IAVA modal in 

terms of programs, advertisement, execution or engagement.  

…...Continue to next  page 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT CONTINUED..... 
 

I congratulate Rajbans Joshi for being the next president of the IAVA .  He has done an amazing job during the last couple of years 

and is the right candidate to lead IAVA and sustain this momentum.   

 

As I happily complete this term, I look forward to devoting more time to my family and serving the community as a volunteer, and of 

course IAVA Board member. We have an extremely engaged and hands-on board and I am looking forward to helping the board and 

new executive committee in every possible way.  

  

Looking forward to welcoming the New Year with you all at the IAVA New Year Celebration. 

 

With Warm Regards,  

RAKESH BAINSLA 

PRESIDENT IAVA 
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Our success is evident by dou-

bling the members (close to 550 

strong families today) in this 

period. This is not only limited to 

the attendance but also includes 

participation on different acti-

vates and events. Your faith in 

IAVA membership has grown 

over the period of time. We are 

so proud to share that we have 

become a default choice for any 

Indian coming to Virginia!! 

One of our biggest success was 

gaining the faith of our donors 

and sponsors in the organization, 

its cause and its strengths. We 

never knew that we will be so 

well received for our efforts. 

Doubling up the sponsorship to 

the organization was a well 

thought plan and as well as very 

well execution by marketing 

team. We are proud to represent 

those numbers here. 

IAVA Mother’s day picnic have 

become a brand for past 2 years. 

We started high with an attend-

ance of 650+  in 2016 but again 

took it beyond expectations in 

2017 by touching the 1000+ mark 

for this event. The Republic day 

event has also been successful 

with numbers ranging from 400 to 

1100+ people. We have decided to 

conduct the event in more ap-

proachable locations in the town! 

New year and camping are two of 

out major and fun events. We 

have explored our opportunities to 

make them bigger and more suc-

cessful. This has taken tons of 

effort along with the cutting-edge 

execution, which has made those 

events at that scale. New year 

party is the most upscale event we 

conduct in the region, which is 

well received by the community.  

The numbers make that quite evi-

dent.  
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IAVA Cruise—was another successful event which occurred during Thanksgiving this year. A group of 27+ plus people was lead by 

Nitin Jain and family, so that they could enjoy a fun trip to Mexico. People had a fun time with family, and IAVA will continue this 

trend year after year!! 

IAVA-

GRMM An-

takshri event 

was a very 

successful 

event held in 

December. 

The program was well executed by Probodh and 

Vyoma Joshi. It witnessed a large music lover 

turnout from both communities. At IAVA, we 

are all about empowering and supporting all 

regional organizations who keeps their regional 

identity and merge with IAVA for national level 

proud events, like Independence and Republic 

day, to show Unity of all Indians under one big 

umbrella!! This is just a start and we are plan-

ning series of events with other regional organi-

zations to show our support and strengthen each 

of those organizations in Virginia !! 

IAVA Children's Day—A 

unique event put together in 

partnership with CMoR. This 

was a fun filled day and ended 

up having a 100+ turnout, 

where kids had a wonderful 

time playing with the tools in 

museum with snacks, juices 

and pizza served for both par-

ents and kids. IAVA will 

bring more events as such to 

cater the needs of our young 

generation and to see those 

cute smiling faces running 

around and playing, giving us 

a curve on our face !! 

 

We have also partnered with 

CMoR by decorating Diwali 

House in their main branch to 

represent our country. 
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Thanks to our Community Partners 
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MEET THE FUTURE OF IAVA—RAJBANS JOSHI—PRESIDENT 2018/19 
 

I feel so proud to introduce next President of IAVA —Rajbans Joshi. Raj has been work-

ing in my team for the past 2 years (currently VP Ops) and is most suitable candidate to 

do the justice with this post. He has been instrumental in growth of IAVA and I am sure 

he will take IAVA to next level.  Here is brief introduction of Raj & Kim. 

 

Rajbans Joshi and his wife Kim have been in Richmond since 2010 and are proud to be a 

part of the Indian community in Richmond. Rajbans is a Product Owner at AMC Tech-

nology and Kim is an entrepreneur. They have been married since 2012 and both of 

them are avid travelers, hardcore foodies and always ready to experiment something new 

and adventurous. Rajbans had been a part of the IAVA Membership team in the year 

2016 and as a part of the membership team, he worked towards driving the team's objec-

tives towards making newer members. In the year 2017, he took over as Vice President, 

Operations and since then has been involved in driving every aspect of event execution 

in IAVA. He loves interacting with people and getting engaged in various volunteering 

FROM EDITOR’S DESK 
 

What do you miss the most?? the tea from the "Nukkad wala" shop, gol gappe or as some say 

Pani Puri from road side vendor right outside the college?? Thinking about eating pakodas every 

time it rains, or all the festival food that mom used to make?? Waiting for miracles, when you see 

India lose a match, or long conversations turning into fights on topics like “Is cricket better or 

football”?? This all is what I had growing up & I miss the company that I had while enjoying all 

those little things in life.   

 

Welcome to Richmond, here we have something Unique that I have not seen in all other places I 

have lived in US & to certain extend even in India. IAVA is our family away from home !! Here, 

we have friends with whom we may not be able enjoy the road side tea but we enjoy having same 

conversations reminding us of where we come from and our duties towards the nation, that gave 

us the foundation to reach the heights, where we are right now.  

 

IAVA provides that overarching umbrella that goes beyond religion & beyond state boundaries to 

bring us all under the tricolor flag and at the same time helping us make those strong bonds of 

friendship, we would have missed out if not for IAVA. 

 

Every quarter we try to reflect upon, what we have achieved as a team in bringing fellow Indians 

together. It is always nice to reminisce on the moments that you have spent having fun, be it part of picnic or camping or in a parade 

on Independence Day, helping out on various booth in a volunteering event or ensuring that we leave the place in a shape better than 

we received it in.  

 

Along with all this information we provide in Darpan, we have our sponsor who can help you with buying a house, keeping up with 

Dental & Physical health or helping you with buying insurance when you have your parent visiting from India.  

We try to put all of this together in few pages, presenting it to you in our own Darpan. Darpan has been a way of letting all its member 

know about all things happening under IAVA Umbrella and all its partners. We will start making it more helpful to its member in a 

way of saying " We are Here to help". 

 

I have worked as IAVA Editor for one year now and I have seen how IAVA helps the community and brings all its members together 

in every event. We try to capture the energy and excitement of everything we do, as team IAVA. I really appreciate compassionate 

and philanthropic team that is working tirelessly. What we present in 12 pages of Darpan, is glimpse of Volumes of Work that hap-

pens in the background. We would like each one of you to start becoming a part of Darpan in any way you can, so that we can make 

Darpan voice of Indian society living in Richmond and around.  

 

It been just 4 years since we have moved to Richmond after travelling coast to coast in US & we feel really lucky to have found so 

many friends in past 1 year. My wife and my two kids, We participate on the stage and behind the scenes in almost every IAVA event 

& I hope that this journey continues with same excitement. We are now fully colored in IAVA & for the obvious reason that it repre-

sents the Tricolor of my country.  

 

With Warm Regards,  

UJJVAL SHUKLA 

EDITOR DARPAN - IAVA 
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ALL COVERAGE Insurance 
Richmond/Chester/Henrico, Chetan Mehta 804-706-1766 

 
http://www.all-coverage.com 

We will shop for you so you don't have to! 
 

       
 

We only deal with A rated insurance companies such as Erie, Donegal, Hartford, Liberty Mutual, 
Safeco, Travelers, Progressive, GMAC and many more. 

7 out of 10 callers will usually save yearly $300 or more.  

Auto, Home, Life and Business Insurance 

Personal Lines Auto and Home discount, instant SR22 filling 
YOU WOULD NOT SHOP AT A GROCERY STORE IF IT HAD ONLY ONE BRAND OF CEREAL, SO WHY WOULD 

YOU LIMIT YOUR CHOICES WHEN BUYING INSURANCE? 
 

CALL US TODAY AND SAVE MONEY IF YOU ARE WITH ALLSTATE, GEICO, STATEFARM, etc. 
Independent insurance agent provides you Power of choice 

 

Chetan Mehta - CMehta@getallcoverage.com 
All Coverage Insurance, 11950 Ironbridge Plaza, Chester, VA 23831 Voice: 804-536-5093 

Thanks to our Community Partners 

http://www.all-coverage.com

